Abstract We consider surface area approximations by Lagrange and Crouzeix-Raviart interpolations on triangulations. For Lagrange interpolation, we give an alternative proof for Young's classical result that claims the areas of inscribed polygonal surfaces converge to the area of the original surface under the maximum angle condition on the triangulation. For Crouzeix-Raviart interpolation we show that the approximated surface areas converge to the area of the original surface without any geometric conditions on the triangulation.
polygonal curves. On the contrary, the area of a surface cannot be defined as the limit of inscribed polygonal surfaces. In the 1880s, Schwarz and Peano independently presented a well-known counter-example. Let Ω be a rectangle of height H and width 2πr. Let m, n be positive integers. Suppose that this rectangle is divided into m equal strips, each of height H/m. Each strip is then divided into isosceles triangles whose base length is 2πr/n, as depicted in Figure 1 . Then, the piecewise linear map ϕ τ : Ω → R 3 is defined by "rolling up this rectangle" so that all vertices are on the cylinder of height H and radius r. The cylinder is then approximated by the inscribed polygonal surface, which consists of 2mn congruent isosceles triangles. Because the height of each triangle is (H/m) 2 + r 2 (1 − cos(π/n)) 2 and the base length is 2r sin(π/n), the area A E of the inscribed polygonal surface 1 is Minimum angle condition. Let θ m K be the minimum inner angle of a triangle K ∈ τ k . Suppose that there exists a contant θ 1 , 0 < θ 1 ≤ π/3, such that
Then, {τ k } is said to satisfy the minimum angle condition. Rademacher showed [15] , [16] that if {τ k } satisfies the minimum angle condition, then, for f ∈ W 1,∞ (Ω), we have
(1.1)
Maximum angle condition. Let θ M K be the maximum inner angle of a triangle K ∈ τ k . Suppose that there exists a constant θ 2 , π/3 ≤ θ 2 < π, such that
Then, {τ k } is said to satisfy the maximum angle condition. Young showed [20] that if {τ k } satisfies the maximum angle condition, then we have (1.1) for f ∈ W 1,∞ (Ω).
Note that the minimum and maximum angle conditions were rediscovered by researchers of finite element methods some 50 years after Rademacher and Young [10] . For the above mentioned results, readers are referred to [4] , [17] , [18] .
Recently, the authors presented the following result.
Circumradius condition. Let R K be the circumradius of the triangle K ∈ τ k . Suppose that
Then, {τ k } is said to satisfy the circumradius condition.
Let R m,n be the circumradius of the triangles in Schwarz's lantern. It has been shown in [10] R m,n = 0, and (1.1) was proved under the circumradius condition for f ∈ W 2,1 (Ω). From these facts, we can infer that the circumradius condition is the best possible geometric condition of triangulations to assure the convergence in (1.1).
One of the aims of this paper is to give an alternate proof of Young's result using the modern theory of finite element methods. That is, in Section 3, we will show (1.1) for f ∈ W 1,∞ (Ω) under the maximum angle condition using the results given in [11] . Crouzeix-Raviart interpolation is defined using integrals of the given function on the edges of triangles. The other, more important aim of this paper is to show that the surface area A L ( f ) is approximated by the Crouzeix-Raviart interpolation I CR τ k f without any geometric conditions on the triangulation. To this end, we develop the error analysis of Crouzeix-Raviart interpolation in Section 4. Using the error analysis of Crouzeix-Raviart interpolation, the main theorem (Theorem 5.1) of this paper is stated and proved in Section 5. In Section 6, we will show that the results obtained in Sections 3 and 5 for the graphs of functions on Ω hold for parametric surfaces. Finally, in Section 7, we present the results of numerical experiments to confirm the theoretical results. We also mention some concluding remarks regarding further research. 
Preliminaries
Let N 0 be the set of nonnegative integers.
If d = 2, we use the notation f x and f y instead of ∂ f /∂x and ∂ f /∂y, respectively.
Let Ω ⊂ R 2 be a (bounded) domain. The usual Lebesgue space is denoted by
Their norms are defined similarly.
Triangulation of bounded polygonal domains and Lagrange and Crouzeix-Raviart interpolations
Throughout this paper, K is a triangle in R 2 . Let Ω ⊂ R 2 be a bounded polygonal domain. A triangulation τ of Ω is a set of triangles that satisfies the following properties.
-Ω = K∈τ K. We denote by P 1 the set of all polynomials with two variables whose orders are at most 1. For a triangulation τ of Ω, we define the set S τ of all piecewise linear continuous functions by
Let x i , i = 1, 2, 3 be vertices of a triangle K. Let e i be the edge of K opposite to
Next, let the polynomial θ i ∈ P 1 , i = 1, 2, 3 be defined by
Using the barycentric coordinate λ i (x) on K, this can be written as
v ds θ i .
Note that I
CR K v is well-defined because the trace operator γ i :
The Crouzeix-Raviart interpolation I CR K v ∈ P 1 may be defined using this equality.
Note that I CR τ f is not continuous in general. Let K 1 , K 2 ∈ τ be two adjacent triangles in τ. Then, on e = K 1 ∩ K 2 , I CR τ f is continuous only at the midpoint of e. In Figure 2 , we show the graphs of Lagrange and Crouzeix-Raviart interpolations of the function f (x, y) = √ a 2 − x 2 , a = 1.1 on a triangulation on Ω := (−1, 1) × (−1, 1), similar to the one depicted in Figure 1 . For the definitions of Lagrange and Crouzeix-Raviart interpolations, readers are referred to textbooks on finite element methods, such as [2] , [5] , and [6] .
Lebesgue's definition of the surface area and Tonelli's theorem
At present, the most general definition of surface area is that of Lebesgue.
2 be a rectangle and τ n be a sequence of triangulations of Ω such that lim n→∞ |τ n | = 0. Let f ∈ C 0 (Ω) be a given continuous function. Let f n ∈ S τ n be such that { f n } ∞ n=1 converges uniformly to f on Ω. Note that the graph of z = f n (x, y) is a set of triangles, and its area is defined as a sum of these triangular areas. We denote this area by A E ( f n ), and have
is additive and continuous with respect to the domain Ω. Tonelli presented the following theorem.
For a continuous function f ∈ C 0 (Ω), we define W 1 (x), W 2 (y) by
where τ(y), τ(x) are the subdivisions c = y 0 < y 1 < · · · < y N = d and a = x 0 < x 1 < · · · < x M = b, respectively, and 'sup' is taken for all such subdivisions. Then, a function f has bounded variation in the Tonelli sense if
Additionally, a function f is said to be absolutely continuous in the Tonelli sense if, for almost all y ∈ (c, d) and x ∈ (a, b), the functions g(x) := f (x, y) and h(y) := f (x, y) are absolutely continuous on (a, b) and (c, d), respectively. The following theorem is well-known.
and only if f has bounded variation in the Tonelli sense. If this is the case, we have
A L ( f ) ≥ Ω 1 + |∇ f (x)| 2 dx. (2.1)
In the above inequality, the equality holds if and only if f is absolutely continuous in the Tonelli sense.
For a proof of this theorem, see [19, Chapter V, pp.163-185]. It follows from Tonelli's theorem that if f ∈ W 1,∞ (Ω), then the area A L ( f ) is finite and the equality holds in (2.1).
Affine linear transformation of triangles
Let K be the reference triangle with verticesx 1 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that e 1 is the longest edge of K α . Let θ be the angle between e 2 and e 3 in K α . Then, s = cos θ, t = sin θ, and the assumption that e 1 is the longest yields
Note that an arbitrary triangle in R 2 can be transformed to K α by a sequence of scaling, translation, rotation, and mirror imaging. Fig. 3 The triangle under consideration. The vertices are x 1 = (0, 0) ⊤ , x 2 = (1, 0) ⊤ , and x 3 = (αs, αt) ⊤ , where s 2 + t 2 = 1, t > 0, and 0 < α ≤ 1. We assume that α = |e 2 | ≤ |e 3 | = 1 ≤ |e 1 |.
We define the 2 × 2 matrices as
A simple computation yields that A ⊤ A has eigenvalues 1 ± |s|, and BB ⊤ has eigenvalues 1/(1 ± |s|) = (1 ∓ |s|)/t 2 . Hence, we have
Note that, for N positive real numbers U 1 , ..., U N , the following inequalities hold:
Combining (2.3) with (2.4), (2.5), and noting that the determinant of A is t, we have,
and similarly,
Let K be an arbitrary triangle and K 1 be the right triangle obtained by a composition of parallel translation, mirror imaging, and A −1 . As before, any v ∈ W 1,p (K) may be pulled-back to the functionv := v • ρ ∈ W 1,p (K 1 ). Then, in exactly the same manner, we obtain
By letting p → ∞, we also obtain
3 Approximating the surface area by Lagrange interpolation
Let K 1 be a right triangle whose vertices arex 1 :
⊤ , where 0 < h 2 ≤ h 1 . Let K be the triangle whose vertices are defined by x i := Ax i , i = 1, 2, 3, where the matrix A is defined by (2.2). Without loss of generality, we may assume that the angle at the vertex Ax 1 is the maximum angle of K. Note that an arbitrary triangle is obtained from K by a combination of rotation, translation, and mirror imaging.
As before, an arbitrary functionv
Therefore, we see that
Combining these inequalities with (2.6), we have
where θ K is the maximum angle of K. Note that, in general, the Sobolev norm is affected by a rotation. Hence, we have shown the following lemma. 
Proof First, we note that, for f , g ∈ W 1,1 (K),
Let ε > 0 be arbitrarily taken and fixed. We may take
where R k := max K∈τ k R K and C 2 is a constant that is independent of τ k and f ε [9] , [10] , [11] . If the sequence of triangulations {τ k } satisfies the maximum angle condition, then it satisfies the circumradius condition. Hence, we have lim k→∞ R k = 0.
There exists an integer N such that, for any integer k ≥ N, we have C 2 R k | f ε | 2,∞,Ω < ε. Let |Ω| be the area of Ω. It follows from Lemma 3.1 and (3.2) that, for k ≥ N,
Because ε is arbitrary, these inequalities indicate that (3.1) holds. The rectangle R is divided into small rectangles with segments that are parallel to uand v-axes. As a result, R is divided into small (possibly very thin) sub-rectangles. Furthermore, each sub-rectangle is divided into two semi-rectangles (triangles) by means of the diagonal, sloping down from left to right. Let h, k be sufficiently small reals such that hk > 0, and (u, v)
⊤ be the corner points of a sub-rectangle. Define
for one triangle, and also a similar expression for the other triangle. Young considered n |D n |, where the summation is taken for all such triangles. He proved that lim h,k→0 n
by rather measure theoretic manner (considering Stieltjes integrals). The conclusion was immediately extended to the case of surface areas. Then, he "skewed" triangles in sub-rectangles so that one of angles of every triangle in the (u, v)-plane lies between 0 < γ and π − γ, and he finally claimed that Theorem 3.2 is valid. Therefore, the strategy of his proof was "compress right triangles perpendicularly and skew them", and is similar to ours.
Error analysis of Crouzeix-Raviart interpolation
Let γ ∈ N 2 0 be a multi-index with |γ| = 1. The sets
Similarly, for an arbitrary triangle
From the definition, it is clear that
The constant A p is called the Babuška-Aziz constant for p, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. According to Liu-Kikuchi [13] , A 2 is the maximum positive solution of the equation 1/x + tan(1/x) = 0, and A 2 ≈ 0.49291. Babuška-Aziz [1] and Kobayashi-Tsuchiya [9] showed the following lemma.
Similarly, the following lemma holds.
Proof The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that B p ( K) = ∞. Then, there exists
Therefore, there exists {q k } ⊂ R such that
As the sequence {w k } ⊂ W 1,p ( K) is bounded, {q k } ⊂ R is also bounded. Thus, there exists a subsequence {q k i } such that q k i converges toq ∈ R. In particular, we have
Hence, we have
Hence, we conclude thatq = 0 and lim
This inequality yields
Recall that K α defined in Section 2.4 and depicted in Figure 3 is the triangle with vertices (0, 0) ⊤ , (0, 1) ⊤ , (αs, αt) ⊤ , where 0 < α ≤ 1, s 2 + t 2 = 1, and t > 0. Using the inequalities in Section 2.4, we find that
This estimation (4.3) with (4.1) and (4.2) yields
The above estimations can be extended to general triangles. Now, let K be an arbitrary triangle. The similar transformation G β :
Let h K ≥ h 1 ≥ h 2 be the lengths of the three edges of K. Suppose that the second longest edge of K is parallel to the x-or y-axis. Then, by a combination of translation, mirror imaging, and G 1/h 1 , K can be transformed to the triangle K α . Hence, we may apply the above estimations to K to obtain
Note that if p 2, the Sobolev norms are affected by a rotation. Therefore, we have obtained the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3 Let K be an arbitrary triangle and h K := diamK. There exists a constant C = C(p) depending only on p such that
An important point in Theorem 4.3 is that the constant C is independent of the geom-
From this definition, it is clear that, for arbitrary f ∈ L p (K),
Hence, we may apply Theorem 4.3 to obtain the Poincaré-Wirtinger inequality for triangles. 
Remark: The Poincaré-Wirtinger inequality is standard and mentioned in many textbooks. However, the inequality is generally shown under conditions on the domains. For example, it is stated in [3] with the condition that the domain is of C 1 class. In [8] , the inequality (7.45) on page 164 can be read as
where Because of (4.4), the following lemma obviously holds.
We now consider error estimates of the Crouzeix-Raviart interpolation I CR K v. Let K be an arbitrary triangle and 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. From the definition of I CR K v and the divergence theorem, we notice that
where n = (n 1 , n 2 )
⊤ is the outer unit normal vector on ∂K, which is a constant vector on each edge. Similarly, we have 
Moreover, it follows from Lemma 4.5 that, for 1 ≤ p < ∞,
The case of p = ∞ is similar. Hence, we obtain
Gathering estimates (4.6) and (4.7), we obtain the following theorem. 
Here, the constant C = C(p) is from Theorem 4.3 and is independent of the geometry of K. 
Let ε > 0 be arbitrarily taken and fixed. We may take f ε ∈ W 2,1 (Ω) such that | f − f ε | 1,1,Ω < ε. There exists an integer N such that, for any integer k ≥ N, we have C|τ k || f ε | 2,1,Ω < ε, where the constant C is from Theorem 4.6. It follows from (3.2) and (4.5) that, for k ≥ N,
Therefore, we have shown the following theorem. 
be a sequence of triangulations of Ω. On each τ n , the Lagrange and Crouzeix-Raviart interpolations
respectively.
To simplify the notation, we introduce the vectors
⊤ defined by
Note that F i and G i are written as
For the case of Lagrange interpolation, g = I L K f and we assume that a sequence of triangulations {τ n } of Ω satisfies the maximum angle condition. Then, by Lemma 3.1, there exists a constant C 1 such that |I L K f| 1,∞,K ≤ C 1 |f| 1,∞,K , where the constant C 1 depends on the maximum angle. Thus, we have
Similarly, for the case of Crouzeix-Raviart interpolation, we have g = I CR K f and
without any geometric condition on the triangulations.
From these inequalities, the following theorem can be shown in exactly the same manner as used in Sections 3 and 5. 
for Lagrange interpolation. Furthermore, we have
for Crouzeix-Raviart interpolation without any geometric condition on the triangulation {τ k }.
Numerical experiments and concluding remarks
To confirm the results obtained in this paper, we conducted numerical experiments.
Let Ω := (−1, 1) × (−1, 1) and N be a positive integer. We use the triangulation τ that consists of congruent isosceles triangles with base length h := 2/N and height 2/⌊2/h α ⌋ ≈ h α , α > 1. Note that the circumradius of the triangle is approximately equal to h α /2 + h 2−α /8. Thus, it diverges when α > 2 as N → ∞. The triangulation of Ω with N = 12 and α = 1.6 is shown in Figure 4 . We can also see that, when N is small, the errors in the Lagrange interpolation behave strangely for some reason that the authors cannot explain.
We obtained an alternative proof of the classical result by Young (Theorem 3.2). That is, we have shown that the areas of the Lagrange interpolation of a surface (of class W 1,∞ ) converge to the area of the surface under the maximum angle condition on the triangulation. The authors conjecture that the same result holds under the circumradius condition. Moreover, we showed that the areas of the Crouzeix-Raviart interpolation of a surface (of class W 1,∞ ) converge to the area of the surface without any geometric condition on the triangulation.
The authors believe that the results of this paper provide a new insight on the definition of surface area and related subjects. In the following, we mention some immediate problems that arise from this study.
-Prove or disprove the conjecture that Theorem 3.2 holds under the circumradius condition on triangulations. -The surface area in the sense of Lebesgue is defined using Lagrange interpolation (or using the subspace S τ n ). Can we give an alternate definition of surface area using Crouzeix-Raviart interpolation (or using a corresponding finite dimensional space) that is equivalent to the original definition? -All the results in this paper are proved under the assumption A L ( f ) < ∞. Let f ∈ C 0 (Ω) and {τ k } be a sequence of triangulations such that lim k→∞ |τ k | = 0. In this case, the Crouzeix-Raviart interpolation I 
